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The cochlear travelling wave is fundamental to the ability of the
mammalian auditory system to resolve frequency. The seashell-
shaped outer bone of the cochlea (the auditory inner ear) contains
a spiral of cochlear ¯uid and the sensory tissue known as the
cochlear partition. Sound travels down the ear canal to the
eardrum, causing its ¯exible tympanic membrane to vibrate.
This vibration is transmitted to the cochlea via the ossicles.
Motion of the stapes (the stirrup ossicle) sets the cochlear ¯uid
in motion, which in turn sets the cochlear partition near the
stapes in motion. The motion of the cochlear partition ripples
down the cochlear spiral as a travelling wave, stimulating the
cochlea's sensory hair cells. The wave peaks near the base (the
stapes end) of the cochlea for high frequency tones and near the
apex for low frequencies1. The fundamental elements of the
cochlear travelling wave are ¯uid pressure and motion and
partition forces and motion. However, the wave's direct experi-
mental study has to date relied almost solely on measurements of
the partition motion. Here I report ®nely spaced measurements of
intracochlear pressure close to the partition, which reveal the
¯uid component of the cochlear wave. The penetration depth of
the wave is very limited, ,15 mm. Over a range of frequencies at
least an octave wide, the depth is independent of frequency.

I recently described pressure measurements made in the extreme
base of the cochlea2; here a turn-one location, 14% further towards
the apex along the cochlear spiral, is emphasized. Strong nonlinear-
ity was detected at the turn-one location, whereas in the extreme
base the responses were nearly linear, owing to the extreme fragility
of that region. Therefore, the basal results describe the passive
cochlea. Nonlinearity in the cochlea's mechanical response to sound
is the key to its dynamic range and ability to ®nely separate
frequencies. Outer hair cells appear to be essential to this mechani-
cal enhancement3,4, whereas the inner hair cells communicate
information about the partition's motion to the auditory neurons5.

Here I demonstrate the frequency and position dependence of the
nonlinear ¯uid pressure. Pressure differences are used to ®nd ¯uid
velocity, and the results are interpreted with respect to the cochlear
travelling wave. In particular, the wave's penetration depth is found
to be ,15 mm. The penetration depth indicates how much ¯uid the
wave contains, and its size and frequency dependence constrain
cochlear models. In models, the ¯uid component of the cochlea is
often simpli®ed to one dimensionÐalong the partition. In two-
dimensional models the height of the ¯uid is included, and in three-
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dimensional models the ®nite widths of the ¯uid compartments and
cochlear partition are also used. The small, frequency-insensitive
penetration depth emphasizes the signi®cance of all three dimen-
sions for modelling and understanding cochlear mechanics.

The measurements were made in deeply anaesthetized gerbils
stimulated with tones via a speaker coupled to the ear canal. In each
experiment one location along the cochlear spiral was probed in the
scala tympani, either the extreme base or the ®rst turn of the spiral
(Fig. 1a). These basal and turn-one locations had characteristic
frequencies of approximately 32 kHz and 20 kHz, consistent with
MuÈller's place-frequency map of the gerbil cochlea6. The scala-
tympani pressure measurements were made at a series of distances
from the basilar membrane, a ®brous tissue that forms a boundary
of the cochlear partition (Fig. 1b). The pressure in the scala vestibuli
just next to the stapes was measured within seconds of each
measurement in the scala tympani. This is the input pressure to
the cochlea and served as a reference pressure. The results of one
basal experiment and one turn-one experiment are shown in Figs 2±5,
with the details of the basal experiment presented elsewhere2.

Figure 2 shows turn-one scala-tympani pressure at the frequency
of the stimulus, measured as the sensor approached the basilar
membrane in 13 steps. For clarity, only ®ve of the 13 curves are
shown. The gain of the scala-tympani pressure relative to the
pressure in the ear canal was as large as 50 dB. (For comparison,
numerous experiments indicate that the gain of the scala-vestibuli
pressure next to the stapes is ,30 dB and is almost ¯at at frequencies
of 2±40 kHz (refs 2, 7).) At positions close to the basilar membrane
the scala-tympani pressure peaked sharply at ,19 kHz when the
stimulus level was 50 dB sound pressure level (SPL), and peaked
broadly in the frequency band of 10±20 kHz when the stimulus level
was 80 dB SPL. (50±60 dB SPL is a conversational sound level; 80 dB
SPL is the level of an alarm clock two feet away.) The difference in
the sharpness of tuning occurred because at frequencies in the
vicinity of the characteristic frequency the response magnitude did
not scale linearly with stimulus level, but was compressed. This type
of cochlear nonlinearity is well known from measurements of
basilar-membrane motion8. The nonlinearity depends on physio-
logical processes, because after death the pressure scaled linearly
with stimulus level. Close to the basilar membrane, the phase of the
scala-tympani pressure relative to the scala-vestibuli pressure
decreased smoothly through more than a complete cycle as the
frequency varied from 10 to 23 kHz. This accumulating phase is
expected for a travelling wave, and is similar to the phase of basilar-
membrane motion9. The notches that appeared in the magnitude at

frequencies in the vicinity of the characteristic frequency are
believed to be caused by destructive interference between two
modes of cochlear pressure2. One of the modes is coupled to the
cochlear travelling wave. The phase of this mode goes through large
excursions (referenced to the input pressure in the scala vestibuli)
and its magnitude decreases with distance from the basilar mem-
brane. The other mode is more closely tied to the stapes motion and
its magnitude and phase are expected to vary in space relatively
slowly10. In this interpretation, the substantial pressure at fre-
quencies well above the characteristic frequency, where the phase
accumulation ceased, was due to the non-travelling wave mode. The
pressure peak was substantially smaller and the phase no longer
accumulated smoothly at distances 100±300 mm from the basilar
membrane. Spatial pressure variations indicate ¯uid motion, and
the rapid decrease of pressure with distance demonstrates the
localized nature of the travelling wave disturbance in the ¯uid. At
frequencies above the characteristic frequency, although the
pressure was large, pressure variations were very smallÐsubstantial
¯uid motions were only present with the travelling wave. To
quantify the ¯uid motions, the velocity of the ¯uid in the direction
perpendicular to the basilar membrane was found from the spatial
pressure variations. Fluid velocity is important because the rapidity
with which it falls off with distance from the basilar membrane gives
the penetration depth of the travelling wave in the ¯uid. The direct
use of pressure to ®nd the penetration depth of the travelling wave is
confounded by the large non-travelling pressure mode.

The calculation of the z-component of ¯uid velocity begins by
taking the difference between two pressures from adjacent positions
along the z-axis (Fig. 1b); for example, those measured 7 mm and
22 mm from the basilar membrane. This difference divided by the
distance between the measurements approximates the z-component
of the pressure gradient. The gradient is related to ¯uid velocity via
the Navier-Stokes equation

=P � 2 r]v=]t � 2 rv×=v � m=2v �1�

where P is pressure, v is velocity, = is the gradient operator, =2 is the
laplacian operator, and r and m are the density and viscosity of the
cochlear ¯uid. At frequencies above ,8 kHz, =P can be approxi-
mated using only the ®rst term on the right-hand of this equation,
and the velocity can be written very simply2. Here Pb and Pa are
two pressures measured at positions adjacent to each other on the
z-axis with Pa further from the basilar membrane, and vz is the z-
component of the velocity. The difference Dz is the distance between
the pressure measurements. The time derivative is written as iq
where q is angular frequency

vz � �i=q��Pa 2 Pb�=�rDz� �2�
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Figure 3 shows vz as a function of frequency and distance from the
basilar membrane, calculated with pairs of pressure measurements
from the experiment of Fig. 2. The velocity magnitude did not
contain the frequency and distance dependent notches which were
seen in the pressure magnitude and were attributed to destructive
interference between travelling-wave and non-travelling-wave pres-
sure modes. The reason for the contrast is simple. Fluid velocity is
based on the pressure gradient: spatial pressure differences. Only the
travelling-wave mode (rapidly varying spatially) contributes sub-
stantially to the gradient; the non-travelling mode (slowly varying
spatially) cancels out the difference. This cancellation also caused
the velocity phases to go through larger and smoother excursions
compared to their pressure counterparts.

I also found the wavelength and penetration depth of the
travelling wave. Figure 4 shows the ¯uid velocity close to the basilar
membrane for the turn-one experiment of Figs 2 and 3, and for a
basal experiment. The ¯uid very close to the basilar membrane is
expected to move with it. Thus, these results estimate basilar-
membrane velocity. The validity of this estimation is supported
by the similarity between these results and those of direct measure-
ments of basilar-membrane velocity from the literature11,12. It is
possible to estimate the travelling wave wavelength from the phase
data and the observation that the two locations (basal and turn one)
were spaced by ,1.8 mm. Then l � 1:8�360=Df�, where l is the
wavelength in mm and Df is the phase difference between the two
locations in degrees. This wavelength belongs to a location on the
cochlear spiral that is midway between the basal and turn one
locations, where the characteristic frequency would be ,25 kHz.
Wavelength is plotted against frequency in Fig. 4. The wavelength
decreased by a factor of ten as the frequency roughly doubled. This
rapidly decreasing wavelength re¯ects the decreasing speed of the
travelling wave as the stimulus frequency approached the charac-
teristic frequency10. At 23 kHz, the wavelength is found to be just
under 1 mm, which is similar to previously reported wavelengths

near the characteristic frequency in the basal region of squirrel
monkey8, cat and guinea pig13. (The fact that the basal pressure
behaved linearly is not expected to change the wavelength pre-
diction greatly, because the response phase is relatively insensitive to
stimulus level and cochlear condition (Fig. 3 and ref. 9).)

Figure 5 shows the magnitude of the velocity versus distance from
the basilar membrane at frequencies from almost an octave below
the characteristic frequency to just above it. The reduction in
velocity with distance was smooth and rapid. It was quite insensitive
to frequency, stimulus level and location along the spiral. (Less than
30 mm from the basilar membrane, the ¯uid velocity increased with
distance in some experiments. These short-range disturbances are
the subject of further study.) Included in the velocity±distance
graphs is a line representing a power law with exponent -1.3. The
penetration depth, d, is de®ned as the distance from the closest
velocity measurement to the place where the velocity is reduced by a
factor of e. From the power law, d � 15 mm, a distance less than one-
tenth the width of the cochlear partition and smaller than the length
of a hair cell.

The insensitivity of the penetration depth to frequency is remark-
able, particularly when interpreted with respect to cochlear models.
As in an ocean wave, the penetration depth is expected to depend on
wavelength and, as Fig. 4 makes clear, the wavelength is sensitive to
frequency. However, the width of the partition, ,200 mm, is smaller
than even the smallest wavelength. The results here suggest that it is
this dimension that governs the penetration depth, and intuitively,
it is reasonable that the smaller dimension should rule. More
rigorously, a quantity from cochlear modelling that is related to
the penetration depth is the `effective mass' of the ¯uid. In one- and
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two-dimensional models, the effective mass falls steeply as wave-
length decreases. In three-dimensional models, in a fairly broad
frequency range near the response peak, the effective mass becomes
substantially less sensitive to wavelength14,15. In light of this behav-
iour, and the intuitive argument above, the observed lack of
frequency sensitivity in the penetration depth does not seem all
that surprising. M

Methods
Pressure sensor

A sensor consists of a glass capillary (inner and outer diameters 100 and 170 mm,
respectively) tipped with a gold-coated polymer diaphragm. Light from an LED is
delivered via a ®bre optic threaded into the capillary, and re¯ects from the diaphragm. The
amount of light returning to the ®bre optic for transmission to a photodetector varies
linearly with the pressure-induced bending of the diaphragm. The acoustic impedance of
the sensors is an order of magnitude larger than that of the cochlea, and their presence does
not `load' the cochlea outright. Nevertheless, in some animals small reversible changes in
compound action potential (CAP) threshold and/or scala vestibuli pressure occurred
when the scala tympani sensor was close to the basilar membrane. However, the derived
¯uid velocity close to the basilar membrane was similar to that measured directly by
others11,12, suggesting that the sensor's presence does not cause large changes in cochlear
mechanics.

Experimental procedure

Animal procedures were approved by the Princeton University IACUC. The experimental
animals were young adult gerbils. A gerbil was deeply anaesthetized and its left cochlea was
exposed. Tones from a loudspeaker were delivered to the ear via a tube ®tted to the left ear
canal. The level of the tones was calibrated in the ear canal at the beginning of each
experiment. Basal scala tympani pressure measurements were made by inserting a pressure
sensor through the round window opening after removing the covering membrane. Scala
vestibuli and turn-one scala tympani measurements were made through small holes hand-
drilled in the cochlear bone. In basal experiments it was possible to see the basilar
membrane in order to position the scala tympani sensor. In turn-one experiments it was
positioned by using anatomical landmarks and referring to widely opened excised
cochleae. It was not practical to systematically check the precision of positioning in each
experiment. However, the grouped data indicate that incorrectly positioning the sensor
towards the spiral ligament caused substantial damage, and that incorrectly positioning
the sensor over the spiral lamina caused greatly diminished pressure gradients. The
distance between the basilar membrane and the sensor was determined by touching the
former with the latter, which produced a characteristically noisy signal.

Stimulus generation and recording was performed with a Tucker Davis Technologies
DA/AD system. With typical signal averaging times of 3 s, sound pressure above the level of
60±70 dB SPL (20±60 mPa) could be reliably measured.

As a gauge of cochlear health, an electrode at the round window measured the CAP
response of the auditory nerve to tones. The CAP threshold is the minimum sound level
required to elicit a reliable neural response. Initial thresholds in the turn one experiment
were <30 dB SPL at 15 and 20 kHz, and 50 dB SPL at 25 kHz. Close to the time of
measurements, these thresholds were 40, 40, and 50±60 dB SPL. Initial thresholds in the
basal experiment were <60 dB SPL at 30 kHz, and 80 dB SPL at 40 kHz. Close to the time
of measurements, they were 60 and .80 dB SPL. At the frequencies of interest, the initial
CAP thresholds in the turn one experiment were in keeping with those of MuÈller6, those in
the basal experiment were elevated somewhat. The degree of nonlinearity observed in the
scala tympani pressures was consistent with the health of the cochlea as indicated by the
CAP thresholdÐthe basal experiment was nearly linear, and the nonlinearity in the turn-
one experiment was strong, but not among the strongest in the literature9.
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The classical view of neural coding has emphasized the impor-
tance of information carried by the rate at which neurons
discharge action potentials. More recent proposals that informa-
tion may be carried by precise spike timing1±5 have been chal-
lenged by the assumption that these neurons operate in a noisy
fashionÐpresumably re¯ecting ¯uctuations in synaptic input6Ð
and, thus, incapable of transmitting signals with millisecond
®delity. Here we show that precisely synchronized action poten-
tials can propagate within a model of cortical network activity
that recapitulates many of the features of biological systems. An
attractor, yielding a stable spiking precision in the (sub)milli-
second range, governs the dynamics of synchronization. Our results
indicate that a combinatorial neural code, based on rapid associa-
tions of groups of neurons co-ordinating their activity at the
single spike level, is possible within a cortical-like network.

Evidence is accumulating that cortical neurons in vivo are capable
of producing action potentials with high temporal accuracy. In
recordings of multiple single-neuron activity in behaving monkeys,
precisely timed action potentials have been systematically related to
stimuli and behavioural events, indicating that these instances of
precise spike timing play a functional role1±3. Independent evidence
for precise spike timing in cortical neurons came from intracellular
recordings in vitro4,5. But can an instance of synchronous spiking,
once it has occurred, be successfully propagated by subsequent
groups of cortical neurons? Under which input conditions can a
group of cortical neurons engage in precisely coordinated spike
timing, and are such conditions feasible in the cortical network?
How can we clarify and quantify the notions of `well timed' and
`reliable', which gained such a prominent role in the on-going debate
on temporal coding in the brain?7±10 Clearly, these questions must be
resolved to determine whether cortical computation on the basis of
precise spike timing is possible. Preliminary results have been
presented in abstract form11,12.

To address these questions, we have studied the ®ne-grained
temporal response properties of the `integrate-and-®re' neuron, a
widely used class of model neurons capturing essential properties of
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